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§ “Bikes plus smartphones, then, might just be enough to usher in a new golden 

age for cities.”  (Wired)

§ ”…a familiar, unglamorous technology will own the future: the bicycle. And the 

big loser will be cars. Bikeshare bikes of the future […] will be outfitted with 

cameras and sensors, collecting valuable data for cities. 

…Electric, connected bikes will arrive en masse before autonomous, electric 

cars. ” (CNN Tech)

§ “We want to effectively incorporate cycling into connected and smart 

transport networks of the future.” (European Commissioner for Transport)



Source: https://bgr.com/2018/06/06/uber-jump-bike-sharing-service-europe/



§ Analysis of 86 texts describing smart cycling innovations 

§ Exploratory study using constructivist grounded theory (Charmaz, 
2006)

§ Rationales behind innovations, images of future mobility and 
presumptions about the present of cycling

§ The connections between people, places and things that these 
innovations deem desirable (drawing on Akrich, 1992; Yaneva 2009; Cox, 
2017)

§ Mobility as meaning, practice and movement (Cresswell, 2010)



§ The bicycle 

§ The relationship between cyclists and bikes

§ The relationship between cyclists and social environment 

§ The relationship between cyclists and space

§ Experience and meaning of cycling

§ Governing cycling

§ Cyclist: identities and lifestyles



§Cycling presents are multiple and contested, and so will (smart) 
cycling futures be

§ Smart cycling may advance and upscale specific visions of 
cycling, highlight particular identities and practices (and obscure 
others)

§ Smart cycling innovations are produced by and are producing 
new cycling geographies



§Contexts where cycling is marginal focus on safety, rhetoric of 
community, establishing presence of cycling

§ “Mature” cycling contexts: focus on infrastructure, fixing system’s 
”inefficiencies” and “automobilising” cycling

Source: https://www.utrecht.nl/fileadmin/uploads/documenten/wonen-en-leven/verkeer/fiets/header-p-route-jpg2.jpg



“…Bikescout follows continously the speed of 
and the distance to approaching cyclists. With 
this information the system calculates the time of 
arriving  [at the crossing] and warns the driver 
about the approaching cyclist.”

Source: https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/552083685/blinkers-cycling-made-
safe

https://www.heijmans.nl/en/bikescout/



“Cyclists often miss important calls 
because of street noise and vibration. This 
is the thing of the past with SmartHalo's
personal assistant.” (SmartHalo)

“If you want to say ‘thanks’ to a driver 
behind you, you can raise your hand 
and the jacket shows a ‘Thank you’ 
smiley on the back.” (Smart Jacket)

Source: https://www.iphoneness.com/wearables/livall-smart-helmet/

Image source: https://ring-ring.nu/ring-ring-uitgelegd/plezier-sociale-interactie/

Source: https://www.smarthalo.bike/

Source: https://vwcreativetechnology.nl/work/vodafone-smart-jacket



§ “Our cities are broken. They are congested, polluted and face serious 
resource challenges. Getting more people to cycle is a big part of the 
solution. And the challenge is how to improve our cities encouraging 
more people to cycle. The key is data. But no one is willing to pay for 
the deployment and maintenance of the sensor infrastructure to collect 
it. We've solved that problem…” (ICON)

Source: https://seesense.cc/products/see-sense-icon-rear-light-data-collection-dublin

§ Smartification of cycling may support the trend towards the 
neoliberalisation of transport planning



Smart cycling futures are part of smart mobility futures in the making (see 
Docherty, Marsden & Anable, 2017)

§ Decision-making Which innovations receive support of public and policy-
makers? Which choices between those contradictory visions of present and 
future are made? Who makes these choices? And, how aware are such players 
of the potentially contested smart cycling future that they buy into?

§ Implications for social relationships, inclusion and exclusion: What are 
you buying when you are buying a smart cycling gadget? What are you 
investing in when you invest in smart cycling futures? What kind of social 
relationships will particular solutions facilitate or obscure? What kinds of 
lifestyle are seen as rational, desirable, trendy? And what lifestyles and 
mobile subjects are left invisible and ignored? 



§ Cycling and urban governance: What is the role of the state, non-
state actors and citizens in smart cycling futures? Who takes decisions 
in the new algorithmically governed infrastructures and defines 
conditions for automated decisions? Who receives a green wave and 
to the expense of whom, who is rewarded and who is excluded?

§ Efficacy of smart cycling technology
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